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In my craft-based research I explore the performative reproduction of formerly 
functional objects as a method of interpreting history and re-envisioning the future. 
Digging through a lexicon of symbols and imagery evoking American colonial times, 
folk art, and quilts, I interrogate representations of early history and domestic labor. 
These graphic cyphers denote the power and breadth of traditional women’s work, 
functional handicraft, and the impulse to create. The implied utility of the sculptures 
hearkens back to human rituals of survival, opening these practices to expanded 
modern interpretations. Windsocks, whirligigs, and weathervanes once served vital 
human needs, but now litter antique malls and craft shows, their former utility 
relinquished for kitsch and nostalgic value. Decoration and ornamentation become 
expressions of desire, signifiers of identity, and autobiographical documentation of 
lives omitted from text-based historical narratives and artistic discourse. 
 
 
 


